
how to do this activity

Thank you for your purchase of this fun nature based Halloween / October
activity. Here are the instructions on how to complete it!

Fill out the potion planning sheet + gather - Don't worry if a

kiddo can't think of something for a categgory. Sometimes it gives

them something interesting to look for once they go to gather the

other items

Add items into the "potion bottle" - Water is a great base, but I

bet oil would be fun to try too. If you'd like, you can also use some

food dye or paint for some color. I used a small amount of glow in

the dark green

Seal the top with something special -  You can always use the

lid, but encourage kids to find something in nature that's roughly the

size of the opening to use instead! Use hot glue to hold the item in

place (and make fun drips too!)

Fill out and tape on the label - Complete the potion by adding a

label!
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What you need

Clean Bottle - I used a glass one, but water bottles work great too!

Hot Glue - Bonus points if you have cool color/glitter ones

Special Ingredients - Glitter, mini bones and anything else you'll want for the

potion that won't be found in nature

Nature Potion Recipe Printable - This is optional, but it's so fun to plan

something out and then actually go do it!

Container for gathering nature ingredients - A small paper bag or bin will

work

Directions
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MAGIC POTION RECIPE

Think of a  spooky ingredient for each of the categories to make your
own "MAGICAL" potion from nature (or what you have available!)
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Potion Labels

If you are physically crafting a nature potion, use these labels for
an extra bit of fun!
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